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have you
ever felt
this way:

drained, weary, overwhelmed, lonely,

disorganised, pressured, desperate,

exhausted (physically, emotionally,

mentally, physically), impatient, angry,

frustrated, fearful, doubtful, lacking in

confidence, etc...

,

have you
ever
experienced:
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Avoiding Burnout with Intentional Self Care

chronic illness or injury, death, isolation,

financial hardship, job loss or insecurity,

marriage/partnership difficulties, hard

pregnancies, mental health struggles or other

diagnoses, lack of reciprocity in

friendship/relationships, hormonal issues,

family care, criticism from others, things we

can't put our finger on, etc...

 

behaviour is often a reaction to deeper issues
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life is
learning

Remember the bigger picture. Learning is a way of

life. This applies to ourselves as well as our children.

Our behaviour is usually a reflection of  things

happening in our life (sometimes due to things we

can change and other times to circumstances

beyond our control).

 

who I am , 
how far I've
come

self care
diet
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We don't often stop and think about who we are.

Describe yourself as if you were telling someone

about you who has never met you before. 

Recall, reflect and recap the things you've achieved

and goals you have for yourself in the future. Know

your 'why'.

 
Developing a self-care 'diet' that is meaningful and

rejuvinating to you is important. Ask yourself, "if I

could do anything to feel relaxed, what would I do?" 

Avoiding Burnout with Intentional Self Care
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acknowledge
your struggles

You don't have to have a continual

pity party but you can recognise that

life is hard sometimes. You also don't

have to be positive ALL the time. It's

ok to feel like you need a regular

break. Initiate it. Intentionally develop

habits of rhythm, ritual and rest.

embrace the
marathon mindset
A marathon runner is in it for the long

haul and has to learn the power of

pace. Too much too soon causes you

to lose puff, power and passion.

Investing in a 'slow and steady wins

the race' attitude by devloping

healthy habits in self care is essential

for the long haul.

bring in the beauty,
joy & nourishment

you need
This will look different for everyone.

Create a self-care diet. Consider SAFE

(and inspiring) SPACE, SILENCE,

SOCIAL needs, SENSES, SCENERY,

SPATIAL (think exercise) and your

levels of SATISFACTION.

Consider time too: daily, weekly,

monthly, annual self-care time.



intentionality
means

investment 
Understand that it will take some

effort to make some changes.

Investing in yourself is a GIFT you give

to yourself and others. They get the

best of you. Set boundaries. Have

discussions. Ask for help. Set aside the

time. It will be worth it. 

do the soul stuff 
Again this will look different for

everyone. For some it means praying,

centering oneself. For others it means

submitting to bigger plans, to holding

on to hope, to forgiving someone. If

you need to see a counselor or look

after your mental health, then take

some steps to begin that journey. 

rich relationships
Connecting with others can be a help

(and a hindrance). Learning to discern

when you need contact, with whom

and how, is important. Accept offers

of help when given.

If you have a significant other, how do

you intentionally set aside time

together?



encouragement
and inspiration

Seek out stories and lives of people

who you find inspiring. Read their

books, articles, listen to their podcasts

or attend their talks. Seek out people

with a common vision and allow

them to encourage you. Other

people's lives help bring us

perspective in our struggles too.

increased capacity
over time

Remember that as we are stretched

over time, often our capacity is

increased (just as it happens with

parenting in general!) Language like

'journey' and 'season' help us to

remember that hard times don't last

forever. Choose to see things as

growth, change and challenge rather

than death, end and destruction.

with love and care
lusi austin xo
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